The following is proved: Given a family of projective reduced curves X -T ( T irreducible), if X, (the general curve) is integral and X0 is a special curve (having irreducible components Y,.Xr), then Z'=-, g,(Xf) « g(Y,), where g(Z) = geometric genus of Z. Conversely, if A is a reduced plane projective curve, of degree n with irreducible components Y,.Xr, and g satisfies 2'= | g,(X,) *£ g 'S .¡(n -1)(« -2), then a family of plane curves Y -7" (with 7" integral) exists, where for some tn G 7", Y, = Z and for r generic, X, is integral and has only nodes as singularities. Results of this type appear in an old paper by G. Albanese, but the exposition is rather obscure.
In 1928 Giacomo Albanese published a beautiful paper (cf. [1] ), where he presents some very interesting results on families of plane curves. In it, he gives necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a plane curve B (not necessarily reduced, i.e., an effective divisor in P2, B -kxBx + ■ ■ ■ +ksBs, where BX,...,BS are the irreducible components of Bred) could be a specialization of an integral curve A E P2 (conditions in terms of the geometric genera of A and B¡, i = l,...,s, as well as the coefficients kX Unfortunately, even for the standards of that period, the paper is rather obscurely written. Perhaps I should quote Zariski's commment in [12, p. 216] "... but the conclusions... cannot be regarded as final in view of the extreme delicacy of the arguments involved". In spite of the many years that have gone by, apparently little or nothing appears in the modern literature in this direction. Of course, one has some deep results on degeneration of smooth curves into curves with certain types of nodes (stable curves, cf. [2] ), but this theory is, probably, of a quite different nature.
In this paper, I make a modest contribution to the theory, namely I give a modern (and, I hope, rigorous) presentation of some of the results claimed by Albanese. These have to do with families of reduced curves, i.e., in the notation just introduced, in the case where k, = 1 for all i. The precise statements of the main results are in §1, namely Theorems (1.2) (on how the genus must behave, given a family) and (1.4) (on existence of a family or specialization, when certain numerical conditions are satisfied).
The proof of Theorem ( 1.2) given here is entirely different from Albanese's. The proof of ( 1.4) is very similar to his, actually it is his proof, with the verification of a number of details added. Curiously enough, to verify some details of this 1928 proof, one has to use some results from the very recent paper [10] by O. Zariski. Albanese's proof, which is a masterpiece of geometric imagination, makes a clever use of Severi's variety of curves with nodes [8, Anhang F] (fortunately, of parts of Seven's theory that can be verified, cf. [7] ). One is tempted to prove the existence Theorem (1.4) by means of deformation theory, but that seems difficult because of obstructions. For instance, if C is a reduced curve in P2, J its jacobian ideal, then the fundamental sequence relating local deformations of the singularities and first-order deformations of C (inside P2) is
where Nc is the normal bundle; note H°(C, Nc ® €s) ~ © esT¿¡p, S being the singular set of C. But HX(C, J <8> Nc) could be nonzero, so one should carefully study ß, which probably is not easy, if the singularities of C are complicated. In §0 some preliminaries on notation and auxiliary concepts are presented, in §1 the main statements are given. The proof of Theorem (1.2) is in §2. The proof of (1.3) is in § §4 and 5 (in §4 an auxiliary theorem, namely, Theorem (1.4), interesting in itself, is presented). In §3, some necessary concepts are reviewed. In particular, for the reader's convenience, a summary of facts from "Anhang F" that we need is given.
As pointed out before, more general results than those discussed here are claimed in [1] . There, the curve B is not assumed to be reduced. Also, some geometric properties of the singularities of B, which are "limits" of the nodes of the general A, are claimed.
I intend to discuss some of these finer items in a future article. 0. Preliminaries. (0.1) The basic terminology is taken from [4] , with some minor changes to be explained next. However, we need only the more elementary aspects of the theory of schemes, since we shall always work with schemes over a fixed algebraically closed field k.
(0.2) More precisely, we work in the category âS(k) of algebraic schemes of finite type over a field A:, algebraically closed and of characteristic zero. An algebraic variety is a reduced scheme in 6BS(/c) (not necessarily irreducible). If Z is an algebraic variety, Sing(Z) is the singular locus of Z. We write Pm to denote the w-dimensional projective space over k.
(0.3) If T is an integral scheme (in éES(fc)), the term "a (or the) general (or generic) point of F " will mean a closed point, taken from a suitable open, nonempty set in T, which will be either clear from the context or explicitly specified. This is done trying to make the presentation more geometric. We believe that the interested reader can easily translate any argument where this convention is used into one where the expression "generic point" is used in the strict sense of the theory of schemes.
(0.4) A curve is an algebraic variety of pure dimension one. A plane curve is a closed subscheme of P2 which is a curve. A nodal curve is a reduced plane curve, such that all its singular points are ordinary double points or nodes. The terms "geometric genus" and "arithmetic genus" of a reduced curve C are used as in [4] , and denoted by g(C) and pa(C), respectively (if C has irreducible components C,,... ,Cr, then g(C) means 2-=1 g(C,)).
If p E C (a reduced curve), its "6 invariant" S(p,C) is the length of the 0C -module 0C /Gc , where a bar indicates normalization.
(0.5) Recall the "genus formula". Given a connected, reduced curve Z, then
where r is the number of irreducible components of Z. (0.6) A family of curves is a flat morphism/: X -» F (in 6ES(/c)), such that for each closed point t E T, f~x(t) is a curve. The family is (a) proper if / is a proper morphism, and (b) of reduced curves if /"x(t) is reduced for all îëT.A family of plane curves (parametrized by T) is an effective relative Cartier divisor 6P C P2 X T (then if /: ^ -» F is induced by the second projection, this is a family in the sense just introduced).
Sometimes we may talk about the "generic" genus of a family of curves. Precisely, we have (0.7) Lemma. Let f: X -» T be a proper family of reduced curves, parametrized by an irreducible scheme T, such that the general curve is irreducible. Then, there is a nonnegative integer p and an open U ¥= 0 of T, such that for each t E T, X, is an integral curve of geometric genus p.
Proof. By pulling-back over Fred, and then to the open of nonsingular points of Fred, we may assume F integral and smooth. Then, since /is flat and the generic fiber is integral, it follows that X is integral. Take the normalization q: Z -* X of X, let it -f • q. Then, dim Z = dim F + 1, Sing(Z) = S has codimension < 2, and ir(S) Note that/is not assumed to be a family of plane curves. Theorem ( 1.2) has the following converse.
(1.3) Theorem. Let B be a projective, plane, reduced curve of degree n, having irreducible components Bx,... ,Br(the curve B can have arbitrary singularities). Let g¡ be the geometric genus of Bt, and g a given integer, satisfying 0.3.1) ïS,<Z<{"-'f-2). Theorem (1.2) will be a consequence of the following result.
(1.4) Theorem. Let B be an integral plane curve of degree n and geometric genus p, having arbitrary singularities. Then, there is a family of plane curves X -» F, F integral, and t0 E Tsuch that f~ x(t0) = B and the general member is an irreducible nodal curve of geometric genus p.
Proof of Theorem (1.2).
(2.1) Here we present a proof of Theorem (1.2). A proof of a similar result, but where the specializations are in the sense of the theory of Chow coordinates and not of flat families, can be seen in [5] .
(2.2) Proof of ( 1.2). By pulling back over the normalization of a suitable integral curve F, C F, we may assume that F is a smooth, integral curve. Then it easily follows that X must be an integral surface. Take the normalization tt: Z -> X of X. Now, Z is a normal surface, hence Cohen-Macaulay. Since the composite morphism p = / ° it: Z -» F is equidimensional and F is smooth, it follows that p is flat.
We claim that p defines a family of reduced curves, where, for all t E T,p~ x(t) is birationally equivalent to/~'(f) and, for t generic, f~x(t) is smooth. To begin with, since F is a smooth curve, the fibers/-'(f) will be Cartier divisors (defined at 0Z . by P*(t) -0, t a parameter of ©r/(2)). Since Z is Cohen-Macaulay, each divisor Z, = p~x(t) will be Cohen-Macaulay. Similarly, Xt -f~x(t) is a divisor of X. Consider Xt, which is reduced by assumption. In each component of X" we may find points x such that Xt is smooth at x. Since X, is a divisor of X, it follows that X is smooth at x. From this, we may easily find an open U in X such that U n X, is dense in St and that the normahzation map it induces an isomorphism tt~x(U) -» U. It follows that ir~x(U) n Z, <*< U (1 Xt, hence Z, is "generically reduced" and, being Cohen-Macaulay, it is everywhere reduced. The isomorphism above also shows the claimed birationality statement. The assertion "Z, is smooth for t generic in F" follows from "generic smoothness" (see [4, Corollary 10.7, p . 272]), applied to the morphism Z -p~](S) -» F -S, where S = p(Sing(Z)) (note Sing(Z) is a finite set, since Z is normal). Now, take t generic in F, and let Z0 = Z,o (t0 is the given point in (1.2) ). By flatness, pa(Zt) -pa(Z0). But Zt is just the normalization of Xt, hence pa(Zt) = g = geometric genus of X,. On the other hand, Z0 is connected by the "connectedness principle" (cf. [4, p. 281]), hence pa(Z0) = g(Z0) + 2zeZ()5(z, Z0) -(r -1), and g(Z0) = g(X0) by birationality. But we also have 2zeZo 8(z, Z0) > (r -1). In fact, this is an easy consequence of the connectedness of Z0 (e.g., see [5, p. 180] ). Putting these facts together, we get g > g(X0) = 2J=, g¡, as desired.
3. Review of some useful results. Here we review some known facts that are necessary to prove Theorems (1.3) and (1.4). In (3.1) and (3.2) we review facts about "Severi's variety of nodal curves." For details see [8, Anhang F] or (in a modern presentation) [7] .
(3.1) (a) All plane curves of degree n are parametrized by a P^, N -\n(n + 3). More precisely, this is the connected component of the Hubert scheme of P2 corresponding to effective divisors of degree n. There is a universal curve flcP^X P2, having equation laijfx'oxix^ = 0, i+j + l-n.
Given any family X -» F of plane curves of degree n, there is a unique morphism F -» PN, such that X -» F is isomorphic to the pull-back of the universal family.
(b) Points of P^ corresponding to curves C with exactly 8 nodes (i.e., Sing(C) = {PX,...,PS}, and each P¡ is a node) form a locally closed subvariety (generally reducible) Un s, its closure will be denoted by V$. Each irreducible component of F"(0S' has the same dimension, namely N -S = 3n+p-I, p = geometric genus of any curve C E UnS. The variety V$ is the parameter space of a canonical family, 6!)' -» V¡¡% namely the pull-back of ^ of (3.1.1) and it has the following universal property: Given a family of curves X -» F, F reduced, where general fibers have exactly 8 nodes, then the canonical morphism F -> PN factors through V$ (actually, it has a finer universal property, more complicated to state, which we omit because we do not need it, see [ (d) Intuitively, and working over C (where % can be regarded as a "germ"), the general curve A of "35 has exactly 8 nodes, which approach Px,...,Psas A approaches C (see (3.2) ).
(e) Given the "assignment" PX,...,PS on C (cf. (c)), the general curve of the resulting branch (or component of V¡¡°¡, if one prefers) will be irreducible if and only if C -{PX,...,PS} is connnected.
(3.2) Algebraically, assertion (d) about "approaching singularities" can be made precise as follows. Let E be an irreducible component of V¿°s\ C E 2 and QX,-..,QS (not necessarily distinct) singular points of C. Sometimes, we would like to say: "by suitably specializing a general curve of E, its 8 nodes approach QX,...,QS" (or "specialize into Qx,.. .,QS"). This shall mean the following: (i) There is a morphism ß: T -> 2, where F is a connected curve, and a point t0 E T, such that ß(t0) = C, ß(t) is a nodal curve with 8 nodes, for t ¥= t0. (ii) There are 8 sections e(; F -» D, where D -* F is the pull-back of the universal family over V$\ moreover, {ex(t0),...,es(t0)} = {QX,...,QS} and for/^ t0, {ex(t),.. .,es(t)} = Sing(D,). Under these conditions, given tx E T, we also say that the node e¡(tx) of D, specializes to Q¡. In [7, (4. 11)], it is shown that always, given C E 2, certain singularities of C will be obtained by suitably specializing a general curve A of E (and its nodes) in the sense just described. Actually, there the case "each Q¡ is a node" is treated, but the methods used work in general. The idea is to cover V^ by a variety Wfs\ which is the closure in p^*2* of systems (C, PX,...,PS), with C nodal, P¡ a node of C for each /'; the pull-back of the universal family D' -» V$ over W^ admits 8 canonical sections.
(3.3) We recall some facts from [10] . There is a concept of equivalence of singularities of locally plane curves, developed in modern terms by Zariski (see [4, p. 393 or 11]). Analytic isomorphism implies equivalence, but the converse is false. An equisingularity class (or just a "class") is an element of the set of singular points of plane curves, modulo equivalence.
In [10] , Zariski proves the following: (a) Let /: X -» F be a family of plane, reduced curves (i.e., X E P2 X F) with F integral. Then, there is an open set U E T, and equisingular classes £,,... ,&r, such that, for each closed point of U, X, -f~ x(t) is a curve with exactly r singular points which, if suitable ordered, will be of class $,,... ,&r, respectively. Since the geometric genus of X, depends on the class of singular points, this gives another proof of (0.7).
(b) In particular, this apphes to the case where ICP" (N as in (3.1)), F is integral, /: X -» F is the pull-back to F of the universal family in P2 X P^, given by (3.1.1). In this situation, we have: Let/7 be the generic geometric genus of the family. Then, dim F *£ 3/j + p -1, and the equality holds if and only if the generic member of the family is a nodal curve (and the closure of T is an irreducible component of (c) In the same paper (p. 224), Zariski shows the following, which will be useful in §5: Consider (notation of (3.1)) Vf®s,..., F"(0)s , for various numbers «,,..., 5 . Let C, be a general member of V^s. Then, C, U • • • U C is a curve of degree nx + ■ ■ ■ +nq with nodes only (i.e., the C,'s meet traversally).
(3.4) We briefly discuss an obvious generalization, to families, of the classical process of taking a "quadratic transform" of the plane.
Consider a family X -> F, X E P2 X T, T integral, of plane curves of degree d. Let t0 E F (a closed point), B = X,o C P2 X {t0} ~ P2, and P0, Px, P2 points of P2. We shall assume that for some neighborhood F of t0, the morphisms sf. U -» P2 X U given, on closed points, by s¡(u) = (F,, u), i = 0,1,2, factor through X (i.e., locally at t0, s admits the trivial sections at F0, Px, P2, respectively). Then we may define the standard Cremona transformation of this family. Namely, choose coordinates in P2 so that F0 = (1:0:0). F, = (0:1:0), P2 = (0:0:1), and use the equations x0 = x\x'2, xx = x'0x'2, x2 = x'0x[. Precisely, we may find an affine open U = Spec(A) containing r0, such that, over U the restriction XA of X ( XA E PA) is defined by an equation F(x) -^ajßX'0x{x2 = 0, i + j + I = n, a¡j¡ E A. Then the algebraic transform of XA is given by F(x\x'2, x'0x'2, x'0x'x) = 0. If, for each closed point t E U, Xt has at Pi a point of multiplicity «,, we may define the proper transform of XA (also referred to as the standard Cremona transformation of X near t0) to be given in PA by G = 0, where G = F/x'¿°x'xux2-. Then, deg G = 2n -n0 -nx -n2.
The basic properties of the classical standard Cremona transform for one curve holds for families under the assumption made above. The proofs are essentially the classical ones (see [3, Chapter 7 , §4]). is valid for Bx, and by (4.4) it will be valid for B. (H°(B, &) ), and the composition g ° h~x: C -> B is induced from the rational map p:P"~g -> P2 corresponding to j. Clearly p is the projection (on L = Proj(Sym H°(B, 6B,(l))*) ~ P2) from S0 = Proj(Sym K), where K = Ker(/*) (j* is the dual of/). Note: dim S0 = « -p -3. Now we let S0 vary inside P""g, i.e.,
in Grass(« -g + 1, n -p -2) = G. If % = {S G G/S n L = 0 }, then for a general element 5 of ell, the projection of C on L from 5 will be a nodal curve. In this way we obtain a family (parametrized by %), having the required properties. This proves (4.2). (4.6) Proof of (4.3). Consider Bx, the standard Cremona transform of B. Since P0, Px, P2 are not in B, Bx has degree n, = 2/7 and g(Bx) -g(B) = p, because both are birationally equivalent. Moreover, if we write p -{(n -l)(n -2) -d, then also p = {-(nx -l)(nx -2) -dx, with dx = 3n(n -l)/2 + d, as a simple calculation shows. We are assuming the following: Using the notation of (3.1), there is an irreducible component 2, of V^d such that Bx E 2, (cf. (3.1) ). Now, the singularities of Bx are points Qx,. ..,Q¡ corresponding to the singularities Sx,... ,St of B (via the natural birational correspondence between Bx and B, which is biregular at those points) and the fundamental points M0, Mx, M2 of the Cremona transformation (each of the latter is an ordinary «-fold point of Bx ).
Using the techniques of §3, we shall construct a subvariety 5 of P*1 (JV, = 2nx(nx + 3), i.e., the space parametrizing curves of degree «,), containing Bx and having as generic member a curve with d nodes and an «-fold point at M,, i = 0,1,2, such that the Cremona transforms (based at M0, Mx, M2) of the curves in 5 define the family ( 1.4) we are looking for. Next we give the details.
Let a general curve Ax of 2, (having exactly dx nodes) approach Bx in such a way that each of the nodes of Ax approaches a singularity of Bx. We will study how this can happen. (The meaning of these expressions is explained in (3.2), henceforth this terminology will be used without warning.) I claim: If suitably numbered, the nodes of A, can be split into four groups, {R'j}, i = 0,1,2,/= 1,...,M«-1). {Rj}, j=l,...,d, where R'j approaches A/,, i = 0,1,2, and each Rj approaches a certain Q,E Bx (i depends on/). To justify this, recall the meaning of the "ô invariant" associated to a singular point F of a curve C, 8 = /g(0c,P/0c,p). It is the maximum number m such that there will be a family <¡>: Y -» F (F integral), where <p~x(t0) is an affine neighborhood % of P in C such that Sing(^L) = {P} and <t>~x(t) has m distinct nodes, and no other singularity (cf. [9, I, §1; II, 5.2]). From this, if we divide the nodes of Ax into four groups {R'j}, i = 0,1,2, / = 1,...,/,, {Rj}, j -1,... ,/3, as above, we shall get / li<8(Mi,Bx), ¿ = 0,1,2, l3<28(Qj,Bx).
